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Abstract 
The paper describes a novel paradigm for production planning based on multi
agent systems and its implementation. General models of the agents (so called 
PVS98 agents) developed for system integration purposes in the project-oriented 
manufacturing are presented in this paper. Whereas an agent architecture is 
described by means of KQML-like structures, a tri-base acquaintance model as a 
natural extension of the twin-base model is considered to formalize the negotiation 
and control processes. The particular instances of the models aimed at the 
production planning tasks in the TESLA-TV plant are shown. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The growing complexity of problems to be solved in industry requires new overall 
software system architectures integrating the already existing "islands" of well
working algorithms into more robust global systems. Co-operative multi-agent 
systems offer a novel approach to handle these complex integration tasks. A multi
agent system (ideally) consists of a set of autonomous, mutually co-operating 
elements (agents) which communicate using a specific ACL (agent communication 
language). Typically, no central element is considered in a multi-agent community. 
Global behavior of the community is formed as a result of the individual agent's 
behavior and communication among them. 
Integration architectures of multi-agent system usually involve a small number of 
well-developed agents with a clearly defined, highly specialized functionality. 
Each agent, as a rule, consists of afunctional body (usually a stand-alone, already 
well running program with a precisely specified functionality) and a wrapper 
which is responsible for agent's engagement in the agents' community. The 
wrapper contains a model ofthe agent's behavior. The wrapper also "translates" the 
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inter-agent ACL communication into the instructions for the activity of the 
functional body and mediates the results of the body activity into the agents' 
community. In order to ensure the most effective collaboration, agents are advised 
to maintain explicit models about their peer colleagues in order to select the best
qualified agent(s) for cooperation. 

2 EUREKA 1439 PROJECT AND TESLA-TV TESTBED 
The goal of the EUREKA No. 1439 - PVS'98 project1 (started in 1996) is to 
propose a new approach·for information handling and management of the project
oriented enterprises. This approach relies frrstly on an agent modeling where each 
actor of an enterprise: person, department, factory, supplier, workshop, software 
module is viewed as an agent. Each of agents maintains skills and is able to 
communicate and collaborate with the others. Secondly, this approach is based on 
modeling knowledge, which is used, shared and exchanged among the community 
of agents. Research and development in the area of the agent-oriented and 
knowledge-oriented concurrent engineering and enterprise modeling and 
integration is motivated by number of either ongoing or finished projects: SHADE 
(SHAred Dependency Engineering) [McGuire 93], PACT (Palo Alto Collaborative 
Testbed) [Cutkosky 93], TOVE (Torento Virtual Enterprise) [Fox 92], Enterprise 
Project. 
General models of the agents (so called PVS98 agents) and especially their 
wrappers developed for system integration purposes in the project-oriented 
manufacturing are presented in this paper. Whereas the communication 
architecture is described by means of KQML-like structures, a tri-base 
acquaintance model [Step3nkova, 97] as a natural extension of the twin-base model 
[Cao, 96] is considered to support the negotiation and control processes. The 
particular instances of the models aimed at the production planning tasks in the 
TESLA-TV plant are shown. 
Each PVS98 agent is an autonomous entity, which allows encapsulating 
heterogeneous programs as agent' s skills. An agent is defined by attributes and it 
communicates with the other agents using a KQML-like communication language. 
It contains its own negotiation and behavioral schemas represented in the form of 
production rules which are organized according to the tri-base acquaintance model. 
Communication and collaboration means transparently organized in the agents' 
wrappers, are the main features of the PVS98 agents. 

3 TRI-BASE ACQUAINTANCE MODEL 
A twin-base approach, a specific acquaintance model technique, was proposed 
recently [Cao 96]. This paradigm suggests organizing the relevant information 

1 EUREKA project participants: 1ESLA-TV company and Czech Technical University both in Prague, 
Czech Republic, AEGIS company and University of Savoy in France, EPFL in Lausanne, Giovanolla 
and Vevey Technolac in Switzerland. 
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about co-operating agents in two separate information bases in the wrapper, 
namelyin 
• the COOPERATOR-BASE which has an auxiliary nature and which 

containslcollects information concerning the other agents. It can provide 
information on the data and message formats used by the other agents, their 
addresses, statistics concerning the other agents' efficiency, trust values etc. 

• the TASK-BASE which contains relevant particular information on capabilities 
of the other agents in the form of the tripies 

== {(Tjk.AjJ')}) 
where 1j denotes the task, Ai represents the name of the agent-coordinator and 
the set Sij of couples (Tjk.Ajk) expresses the sequence of sub-tasks to be solved 
under the coordination of the agent Ai. If the task 1j can be solved by the 
agent Ai itself, the set S is empty. 

The main innovative idea behind the twin-base approach is the opportunity to carry 
out periodicalrevisions of the contents of the task-bases by means of a special 
super-agent called a cooperation troder in [Cao 96]. Thus, the task-base always 
contains highly up-to-date information about the current capability of the others. 
This fact enables to direct the cooperation requests to the most suitable and 
applicable agents in the community. As a result, the communication traffic is 
significantly reduced and the reactions of the system are becoming substantially 
faster than if the broadcasting is used. 
From the pure AI point-of-view, the triplets in a task-base can be interpreted as 
production rules containing knowledge. The cooperator-base contains important 
factual information and can be considered as a database. 
The classical twin-base approach doesn't consider any complicated inference and 
solves the conflict resolution problem in a very simple way. The triplets are 
ordered according to the ''trust'' computable from history statistics. 
In the tri-base approach, the original cooperator-base was split in two separate 
bases (the cooperator-base and the state-base) to explicitly distinguish between 
stable (permanent or semi-permanent) information in one hand (a cooperator-base) 
and the dynamically, very often up-dated and changed information on the 
community state on the other (a state-base). 
Production system interpretation of the tri-base communication model calls for 
periodical specifying conditions under which the specific solution should be 
applied. To do so, it was proposed to use - instead of the triplets - the following 
quintuplets 

(Tj,A;.Sji == {(Tjk,AjN}, Cij, Vij), 
where Cij represents a set of applicability constraints and Vij is a 'trust' of the agent 
Ai in performing the task 1j carrying out the sequence of sub-tasks {(Tjk.Ajk)}. 
From the production-system point of view, this quintuplet can be interpreted as a 
rule which is activated when the constraints Cij are satisfied. When a decision 
(choice among possible ways to solve the given task) is made in the wrapper of an 
agent (the corresponding rule is frred) using the task-base, a message is sent to the 
agent Aj1 where Aj1 is different from Ai. 
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The message contains the triplet (1j, Ai, Sij) and the necessary additional 
infonnation (namely relevant data) to start the solution process. When the sub-task 
Tjk is solved by the agent Ajb an analogous message is sent directly to the next 
agent Aj,k+! in the set Sij to solve the sub-task Tj,k+!' When the sequence Sij cannot be 
solved completely (because some of the agents 'dies' in the meantime), the solution 
process is stopped and the task coordinating agent Ai is infonned and asked to 
make a new decision. 

4 STRUCTURES USED WITHIN PVS'98 AGENT 
There are four complementary structures to be considered when designing 
appropriate knowledgeldata structures to represent agents' behavior: 
a) wrapper internal structure, 
b) interaction and coordination structure, 
c) control structure. 

4.1 Internal Structure 
Agent's internal structure has to be represented within the wrapper frame. In 
principles, there are five obligatory slots involved in this substructure, namely 
• pointer to the super-class in the agents' hierarchy (if any), 
• list of actions the agent is capable to carry out, 
• attributes and relations, 
• list of local knowledge-bases, including the state-base of the tri-base 

acquaintance model, 
• semantics of terminology used by the agent given by the corresponding 

ontology. 

4.2 Interaction Structure 
There are two aspects of agent' s interaction - COMMUNICATION and 
COORDINATION. Message, a fundamental COMMUNICATION PRIMITIVE, is a 
frame-like structure consisting of three encapsulated layers described by a set of 
key words: 
• The CONTENT LA YER contains the infonnation transmitted between two 

agents: e.g. description of a product, of a task etc. 
• The PERFORMATIVE LAYER specifies what the agent-sender expects from the 

agent-receiver. There is a number of various types of perfonnatives: asking, 
replying, achieving and others. The notion of performative comes from the 
speech act theory describing general types of behaviour (ARPA Knowledge 
Sharing Effort projects [patil 92]). We also introduce notion of priority, which 
is not included in KQML message structure. 

• The COMMUNICATION LA YER provides all the information needed for 
perfonning communication transaction. The keyword TO indicates the agent 
receiver of the message which can either (1) be fully specified by its name, (2) 
described only by characteristic features (e.g. 'every agent which owns such a 
skill' or 'agent belonging to a specific class'), or (3) unspecified - blind 
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broadcasting. This introduces a "plug and play" approach to programming - a 
knowledge oriented type of programming. 

Let's mention here, that the original architecture of the tri-base model considers 
existence of the task-coordinating agent that is responsible for supervising the 
solution of the given task till its completion. As the messages may contain a 
complete description of the sequence of tasks to be solved (the concept of 
continuation and delegation), the existence of such task coordinator is not 
necessary. The delegation message slot gives the receiver a piece of information 
who to delegate the task to, if the receiver fails to carry out the request. Such a case 
may arise from failing to understand the message, facing luck of resources, or 
handling an unpredicted situation. The continuation message slot contains 
information on which agent should continue in solving the problem. The 
COORDINATION structure contains information as folIows: 
• List of the input and output messages. 
• Instructions how to treat the received messages. Such a treatment can be 

defined as a set of operations, which can be executed by local actions or in 
collaboration with the other agents. In the latter case, the treatment contains a 
negotiation schema - sending messages and waiting for replies has to be 
considered. This kind of knowledge is encoded within the task base of the 
agent tri-base model. Each treatment is expressed as a weighted production 
rule - IF conditions THEN actions with WEIGHT p, which corresponds exactly 
to the formalism of task base production quintuplets defined in [Stepam:ova 
97]. 

• Knowledge/data bases supporting the interaction and coordination activities, 
e.g. the cooperator base, task base, resource base etc. 

4.3 Control Structure 
Two levels of the agent' s control structure are responsible behavior of an agent. 
We distinguish between" 
• MAILBOX LEVEL ADMINISTRATION, and 
• MESSAGE LEVEL ADMINISTRATION. 
The former level is in charge of handling received messages stored in the mailbox. 
When a new message arrives, the control algorithm must decide whether to process 
the incoming message immediately and thus suspend the current message 
processing with respect to the priority preference or whether to put the message in 
the waiting list. In the former case, new priority is assigned to each of suspended 
treatments and can be further on dynamically updated. By default, this priority is 
equal to the priority of the message, which originally frred the treatment. 
The MESSAGE LEVEL ADMINISTRATION specifies the way, how to treat the 
currently processed message. Let us remark that in the special case of production 
planning the tri-base model is very often explored as a part of the agent' s body 
(message content processing). The agent's tri-base acquaintance model is used to 
fire the appropriate treatment. The content of the message, applicability conditions 
based on the agent' s status and status of collaborating agents and trust of the 
treatment must be considered. 
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5 TESLA-TV APPLICA nON: PROPLANT SYSTEM 
TESLA TV is a Czech manufacturing enterprise producing TV transmitters, FM 
transmitters and passive elements. The manufacturing process in TESLA TV can 
be classified as a project oriented production. There is no conveyor-belt type of 
assembly line used and it is very difficult to formalize the production as a 
continuous process. The production goal is to manufacture (mainly assemble) a 
single particular transmitter. Consequently, rather than planning and simulation of 
a flow of semi-products to be assembled, there is a need for an information 
technology solution which would facilitate simple planning and subsequent 
optimization of the unique final product manufacturing. 
Currently ill-suited information flows, lack of communication among particular 
production units and far from full utilization of available information processing 
solutions is what makes all of the production difficult to understand, model, plan 
and consequently optimize. Attempts to create a global, "monolithic" software 
solution, no matter how weIl hierarchically structured, have failed. There is a set of 
diverse software tools (from our point of view "legacy" software systems) used in 
the plant currently to solve same partial tasks. On one hand it is crucially important 
to integrate these partial solutions and on the other hand the flexibility and frequent 
changes in the production facility inevitably require highly distributed solutions. 
Multi-agent approach seems to be suitable in order to address this problem. 
Analysis of information flows among departments of the Tesla TV enterprise 
strongly supported the choice of a multi-agent system as a suitable environment for 
building ProPlanT - Production Planning Tool. Its architecture is based on the 
following principles: 
1) Any detailed project planlschedule is prepared as a result of information 

exchange among finite number of agents (an agent is considered to correspond 
to factory information unit). 

2) Each agent in the ProPlanT belongs to one of disjunctive classes of agents: 
PRODUCTION AGENTS - each production or store department is represented 
by this kind of "production" agent (PA) that models its 
behaviour/performance. 
PRODUCTION MANAGERS - production management department is 
represented by autonomous production manager agents (PMAs). 
PROJECT PLANNERS - a single Project Planning Agent (PPA) simulates 
functionality of the project, construction, and technology departments. 

3) Agents are organized into a - in some sense - hierarchical structure (see 
Fig.l): The outputs of the production planner agent (PPA) appear first in the 
form of a set of tasks to be carried out and a set of precedence constraints for 
these tasks. Later, PPA structures the original set of tasks into a sequence of 
task groups in such a way that each group contains only those tasks which can 
be processed in parallel without violation of the fixed precedence constraints 
(for more details see [Matik 98]). The tasks from one group (those which can 
be fulfilled in parallel) are sent out to relevant PMAs according to the PMA 
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specialization. PMA solves the task, if asked to, by further dividing it into 
jobs, which are mostly assigned to PAs. 

4) A tri-base model can fonnalize the three used agent types, namely the PPA, 
PMA and PA. The cooperator-bases contain the pennanent or semi-pennanent 
knowledge on production facilities (their structure, transportation paths, 
capacity, etc.) as weil as knowledge how to organize and plan projects. Part of 
the cooperator-base knowledge may be of heuristic nature. The state-bases 
contain temporary infonnation on load, processing time, trust, etc. The task
bases are expected to store intennediate results of the planning process, i.e. the 
directives how to plan tasks andjobs. 

5) Agents incorporated within the ProPlanT model communicate through KQML 
(knowledge query manipulation language) message with KIF (knowledge 
interchange fonnat) content. 

6 PVS98AGENTSTRUCTURESINPROPLANT 
The general PVS98 agent models can be represented by particular, more specific 
structures when applying the ProPlanT philosophy. The PVS98 agent modeling in 
ProPlanT relies on three agent classes: PPA, PMA and PA. In the agent ontology, 
all of them are subclasses of the super-class Agent. 
In following we describe (1) message convention in tenns of KQML perfonnatives 
used and (2) each of the agent class used within the ProPlanT model. The 
explanation vehicle used in the latter case is an agent model structure described in 
Chapter4. 

6.1 Messages 
There are three perfonnatives used in the message passing process, namely 
• ASK (an accusative perfonnative) - a query to plan a possible production 

process, 
• REQUEST (an imperative perfonnative) - arequest for triggering simulation of 

weil specified production processes, 
• REPLY/SORRY (an affirmative perfonnative) - an answer reacting to one of 

above mentioned types of perfonnatives. While REPLY reports on successful 
fulmlment of the requirement, SORRY reports on inability to do so. 

The content of a message is either included into the message itself, or the content is 
to be transmitted through a shared database medium. That is why we distinguish 
between information-rich message, where the processed data are encapsulated 
within the message content, and information-free messages, where the only 
infonnation within the message content is apointer to the shared database and an 
appropriate mter. 

6.2 Production Agent (PA) 
On the PA level there is a local planning carried out through processing a 
distributed database of machines and other resources available to the given 
workshop. The jobs are scheduled if requested. 
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A PA agent administers two taoles of a distributed, shared database medium - (1) 
its internal data specifying its responsibilities, times and costs of any operation it is 
capable to undertake and (2) a time database simulating the time-flow. The latter 
one gets updated when arequest for simulation and scheduling is received. Talking 
in terms of the tri-base model, the former is encapsulated within the model's 
cooperator-base, whereas the latter one is stored within the state base of the 
model. 
There are two kinds of messages the PA can accept: They are labeled by 
performatives ask and request in KQML. The message with the performative ask 
invokes the action query which offers a solution of the required task/job and 
estimates costs and deadlines. The message with the performative request triggers 
an execute action which does the same as the query, but simultaneously refines in 
the corresponding way the time database - updates the state base of the tri-base 
model. A PA agent can send a message with two kind of performative - replyand 
sorry, the function of which has been explained in Paragraph 6.1. The overall 
structure describing functionality of the PA agent is shown in the frame in Table 1: 

namc: q ... ry 
pII"unottn: (lad; OT joh) 

CHARAClHUSTICS : 
obj.ah.,. : ,,;/ 

speci6caoOll: durali.". anti =1 dtltrminati.". 
name: utCll1t 

",los : ( COSI calcu/alion , dlUalion calcu/alj."., 
ag<nda updott ) 

ponomoten: (rad; OT joh) statt: ( jd/t , worlU.g) 
s '6caoOll: odds IM I., 10 tht t.oda 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE BASE: - Slalt bas<: ( , Trus -) ONTOLOGY : ,,;/ 
COlJ..ABORA TORS: PA COlJ..ABORA"JE. TO oPA. PMA 
INPUT MESSAGES: Ol1lPUT MESSAGES : 

- performao .. : ad: OT ,..quest - perf""""o",,: ,..pI)/ OT sony 
- 00= : (""* or job) - oontcn1 : IdlUaliOfl , con) OT aloi/urt 
-seDdor : PA, PMA - =eiw:r: PA. PMA 

"TREATMENT SCRIPT: ad: performati"" 
IF: - 00= : (joh or Optra/iOfl J TIlEN: -App/)/{qwtrycOtlltnl} 

- sender : PMA OT PA 
- oth<r oondiOOIl$ : ,,;/ 

- SeM ptformativt: rtplylsony 10: stMtr conttnl: {dlUali"", cost} 
PRI0RITY : ,,;/ 

"TREATMENT SCRIPT : rtqwtSI porfonnao .. 
IF: - oonten! : (lad: 0' joh) 1HEN: -lIpply {UtC1lltcOnltnl} 

- sender : an uecwiW! Of' a wOl'bhop 
- otber oonditiOIl$ : ,,;/ PRI0RITY :,,;/ 

DELEGATION: - las/: bast: (0,. PA,. M., v. C)I 
- COOptraJOT bast: (Ojo M •• V. C)I&. ",los fCl' SCIcc1iOll of optimal couplc 

MAD..BOX LEVEl. ADMINISTRATION: FIFO - FltSt in First out Strau:gy 
MESSAGE LEVEl. ADMINISTRATION : tri-base. uai.nIance modcl 

COMPLAlNT: ,,;/ 

Behavior of a PA agent is given by a set of treatment instances based on general 
treatment scripts. During the preliminary planning the PA receives a requirement 
on sequence of jobs to be carried out, finds possible machines from the cooperator 
base, checks their current load and create acceptable quintuplets within the task 
base. At the operational planning, the currently most appropriate quintuplets in the 
task-base are chosen. 

6.3 Project Managing Agent (PMA) 
PMAs manage the process of project planning and simulation within the multi
agent community. Each of PMAs is responsible (1) for a group of subordinated 
PAs and/or (2) a group of subordinated PMAs (if such a subordination has been 
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created). Consequently the given PMA is supposed to be aware of agents it 
manages, about their abilities and limitation. At the same time it shall know the 
product structure in order to allocate tasks and delegate further responsibilities if 
necessary. There is a specific role a PMA plays within the multi-agent community. 
The operation of this agent is as folIows: 
• it uses its local knowledge in order to decompose the task into jobs (or task into 

tasks), 
• it contracts its PAs (PMAs) with an appropriate request 
Apart from the first data classification, that is not computationally expensive 
process, the manager is mainly engaged in contracting its workshops (PAs). The 
process of contracting the best possible peer is rooted in the tri-base model and it is 
identical to the case of PA, but the · cooperator base monitors peer agents rather 
than machines. Functionality of the PVS98 PMA agent is shown in the frame 
depicted in Table 2: 

l1lEN : • Apply (distribUl,_l{'"ry C"",,nI) 
- APply (sum {dwoti()Jl,cosrj) 
- Send ptformotivt: rtply/sorry: seNkT C"",,nI: {dJuotion • co." 

6.4 Project Planning Agent (PPA) 
Project planning agent differs in structure and behavior from PA and PMA. In the 
case of project driven production it is quite tricky to specify thoroughly a product 
that would both satisfy needs of a customer and would be produced within certain 
cost limit and deadline. Certain performancelbudget related compromise must be 
undertaken and considerable effort is usually devoted to translation of customer 
requirements into the 'language' of the enterprise. 
The main tasks of the PPA agent is to analyze customer requirements, configure an 
acceptable solution in the form of a complete list of operations (jobs) to be carried 
out and a bill of material to be purchased. Problem solving knowledge of PPA are 
encoded within proof planning methods [pechoucek 97]. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

There have been many papers published on multi-agent solutions recently. 
Typically, they are aimed either at theoreticaVconceptual aspects of distributed 
artificial intelligence or at practical, ad hoc implementations of multi-agent 
systems. Our paper tries to contribute in filling the gap between both of these 
trends. First, generic structures and formalisms for a class of agents (PVS98 
agents) are described and then a specific solution based on particular instances of 
the generic architectures is presented. 
The entire system has been implemented in C++ in Optima++ development 
environment. The system has been tested on parallel PC machines running 
Windows NT operating system. Bases of the agents' tri-base acquaintance model 
have been implemented in Sybase SQL Anywhere DBMS. And the PPA agent has 
been implemented in LPA Prolog 
The research was carried out under the support of EUREKA No. 1439 project and 
the grant No. 102/96/0382 of the Czech Grant Agency (GACR). We highly 
appreciate valuable comments of our colleagues Olga Stepwova and Jm 
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